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Abstract 

Natanbheda is described as Natya, Nritta and Nritya. Where we use hand gestures for 

expressing the meaning of the song, text, etc. Sometimes we make hand gestures only with 

one hand and sometimes we use both the hands. When the gestures are made using one hand 

the are known as Single Hand Gestures i.e. Asamyuta Hasta. When the gestures are made 

using both the hands it is called as Double Hand Gestures i.e. Samyuta Hasta. The count of 

these hand gestures is different in different texts relating with the subject. For example, there 

are 28 Asamyutahastas described in Abhinayadarpana, on contrary in Natyashastra we get 

24 AsamyutaHastas and in Nartananirnaya the count becomes 38. In Abhinayadarpana we 

find 23 SsamyutaHastas and the count of it becomes 13 in Natyashatra and Nartananirnaya 

describes 17 SamyutaHastas. Similarly, in deferent texts dealing with the hand gestures the 

count varies. These differences might have come because of the imaginative view of the 

author. In this article I will be focusing on the Asamyuta Hastas only. Where I will try to 

represent the Asamyuta Hastas described in the two very useful texts in the field of theatre 

and dance The Abhinayadarpana and the Natyashastra.  
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Hasta: 

There are four types of Abhinaya (the art of expression); Angika, Vachika, Aharya and 

Sattwika. Angika Abhinaya is where the expression is carried by the different parts of the 

body. This is divided into three i.e. Anga (major limbs), Pratyanga (minor limbs) and Upanga 

(subsidiary limbs). There are 6 Anga. They are Shira, Hasta, Kati, Vakshasthala, Parshwa and 

Pada. Among these 6 Angas, Hastas play an important role in Natya, Nritta, Nritya. They are 

the basic tool used for explaining the meaning of the songs and texts, etc used in theatre and 

dance.  

While dancing the performer don’t speak (except in few classical Indian dance forms) like in 

theatre. While dancing the dancer uses these hand gestures to communicate the meaning of 

the song to the audience.  
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In Natyashastra, Abhinaya Darpana, sangeet Ratnakar; ‘Hasta’ word is used for the hand 

gestures. But coming in the 16th century in the text NartanaNirnaya written by             

Acharya Pandarika Vitthal we find ‘Hasta Mudra’ word for the first time for hand gestures. 

Where the Mudra word is considered for the hand gestures used in the Tantric Rituals as 

described in the Kalika Purana.  

These hastas are divided into two main categories in context to ‘Nritya’ i.e. Asamyuta Hasta 

and Samyuta Hasta.  

 

Asamyuta Hasta according to Abhinayadarpana: 

 

Abhianyadarpana is a text on Abhinaya by Acharya Nandikeshwara written in               

around 11th - 12th century. This text contains 324 verses. Here, Acharya has described 28 

AsamyutaHastas with a detailed description of their uses (Viniyogas). The 28 

AsamyutaHastas according to Abhinaya Darpana are: Pataka, Tripataka, Ardhapataka, 

Kartarimukha, Mayura, Ardhachandra, Arala, Shukatunda, Mushti, Shikhara, Kapittha, 

Katakamukha, Soochi, Chandrakala, Padmakosha, Sarpasheersha, Mrigasheersha, 

Simhamukha, Kangula, Alapadma, Chatura, Bhramara, Hamsaya, Hamsapaksha, 

Samdamsha, Mukula, Tamrachuda, Trishoola. The verse for the 28 Asamyuta Hasta in 

Abhinayadarpana – 

 

irkdfL=irkdks·/kZirkd% drZjheq[k%A 

e;wjk[;ks·/kZpUnz”pvjky% “kqdrq.Md%AA 

eqf’V”pf”k[kjk[;”p dfiRFk% dVdkeq[k%A 

lwphpUnzdykiùdks”k% liZf”kjLrFkkAA 

e`x”kh’kZ% flageq[k% dk³~xqy”pkyiùd%A 

prqjksHkzej”pSogalkL;ksgaLki{kd%AA 

lUna”kkseqdqy”pSorkezpwMfL=”kwyd%A 

bR;la;qrgLrkuke’Vkfoa”kfrjhfjrk%AA
1
 

 

Asamyuta Hasta according to Natyashastra: 

 
Natyashastra, dealing with different aspects of Natya was written by                                      

Acharya ShreshthaBharatmuni around 2nd century B.C. The text has 36 chapters describing 

the basic tools of Natya. In chapter 9th the AsamyutaHastas have been described in detail. 

There are 24 Asamyuta Hasta according to Natyasahastra of Bharatmuni. They are: Pataka, 

Tripataka, Kartarimukha, Ardhachandra, Arala, Shukatunda, Mushti, Shikhara, Kapittha, 

Khatakamukha, Soochyasya, Padmakosha, Sarpasheersha, Mrigasheersha, Kangula, 

Alapadma, Chatura, Bhramara, Hamsaya, Hamsapaksha, Samdamsha, Mukula, Urnanabha, 

Tamrachuda. 

The verse for the 24 Asamyuta Hasta in Natyashastra – 

 

 

 
1Bharatiya Natya Parampara aur Abhinayadarpana,Vachaspati Gairola, verse 89-92, pg. no. 212 
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irkdfL=irkd”prFkkoSdrZjheq[k%A 

v/kZpUnzksájky”p “kqdrq.MLrFkSopAA 

eqf’V”pf”k[kjk[;”p dfiRFk% [kVdkeq[k%A 

lwP;kL;% iùdks”k”prFkkoSliZ”kh’kZd%AA 

e`x”kh’kZ% ijksKs;ksgLrkfHku;;ksDr`fHk%A 

dk³~xqydks·yiù”pprqjksHkzejLrFkkAA 

galkL;ksgaLki{k”plUna”kkseqdqyLrFkkA 

Å.kZukHkLrkEkzpwM”prqfoZa”kfrjhfjrk%AA
2
 

 

By the verses we get the major difference between the two is in the counts of the 

AsamyutaHastas. Then the thing that strike in mind is “how they are made? Do they look 

alike or they are different in appearance? Is there any difference in the AsamyutaHastas 

according to the description in the treatise and the performing tradition (Shastra and 

Prayoga)? or are the same in both especially in Abhianyadarpana because Bharatnatyam 

follows it?” 

 

Asamyuta Hasta appearance according to both the texts: 
 

(A) In Abhinayadarpana: 

 

1) Pataka Hasta:  

v³~xqY;%dqf¥~prk³~xq’Bk% laf”y’Vk% izl̀rk ;fnA 

l irkddj% izksDrksu`R;deZfo”kkjnS% AA
3
 

 

It is made by stretching the fingers straight and together and the thumb bent at the 

base of the index finger. 

 

2) Tripataka Hasta: 

Lk ,o f=irkd% L;k}fdzrkukfedk³~xqfy% AA
4
 

 

In Pataka Hasta when the ring finger is bent it becomes Tripataka Hasta.  

 

3) Ardhapataka Hasta:  

f=irkdsdfU’Bkpsn~ ofdzrk·/kZirkfddk AA
5
 

 

The description we get in Abhinayadarpana is by bending the little finger in Tripataka 

Hasta we get Ardhapataka Hasta.  

 

4) Kartarimukha Hasta: 

vL;SopkfigLrL; rtZuh p dfuf’BdkA 

cfg% izlkfjrs }s p l dj% drZjheq[k%AA
6
 

 

 
2Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 4-7, pg. no. 869 
3BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 93, pg. no. 213 
4BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana,VachaspatiGairola, verse 100, pg. no. 214 
5BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 103, pg. no. 214 
6BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 105, pg. no. 214 
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The description of this Hasta we get in the treatise is in tripataka hasta when the index 

finger splits and goes back of middle finger, it is called as Kartarimukha Hasta.  

But in Prayogparampara when the index and middle fingers of Ardhapataka Hasta 

splits and the rest two fingers tip and the tip of thumb come together it is called 

Kartarimukh Hasta. 

 

5) Mayura Hasta:  

vfLeéukfedk³~xq’BkS f”y’VkSpkU;k% izlkfjrk%A 

e;wjgLr% dfFkr% djVhdkfop{k.kS%AA
7
 

when the tips of ring finger and thumb come together in Kartarimukha Hasta it 

becomes Mayura Hasta. 

 

6) Ardhachandra Hasta: 

v/kZpUnzdj% lks·;a irkdsss³~xq’Blkj.kkr~AA
8
 

 

 In Pataka if the thumb is stretch straight it becomes Ardhachandra Hasta. 

 

7) Arala Hasta:  

IkrkdsrtZuhodzkukEuklkss;ejkyd%AA
9
 

 

In Pataka when the index finger is bent it is called Arala Hasta. 

 

8) Shukatunda Hasta: 

vfLeéukfedkodzk “kqdrq.MdjksHkosr~AA
10
 

 

When the ring finger is bent in Arala Hasta it becomes Shukatunda Hasta. 

 

9) Mushti Hasta: 

esyukn³~xqyhuk¥~p dqf¥~prkukarykUrjsA 

v³~xq’B”pksifj;qrks eqf’VgLrks·;eh;ZrsAA
11
 

 

When all the fingers are bent and their tips are touching the palm and thumb is set on 

them; it is Mushti Hasta. 

 

10) Shikhara Hasta: 

psUeqf’V#érk³~xq’B% l ,o f”k[kj% dj%AA
12
 

 

In Mushti Hasta if the thumb is stretched upwards it becomes Shikhara Hasta. 

 

11) Kapittha Hasta:  

v³~xq’Bewf/Zuf”k[kjsofdzrk ;fnrtZuhA 

dfiRFkk[;% dj% lks·;a dhfrZrksuÙ̀kdksfonS%AA
13
 

 
7BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 108, pg. no. 215 
8BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 111, pg. no. 216 
9BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 114, pg. no. 216 
10BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 115, pg. no. 217 
11BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 116, pg. no. 217 
12BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 118, pg. no. 217 
13BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 121, pg. no. 218 
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 When the index finger is put on the thumb of Shikar, it is called Kapittha Hasta. 

 

12) Katakamukha Hasta:  

dfiRFksrtZuh pks/oZeqfNªrk³~xq’Be/;ekA 

dVdkeq[kgLrks·;a dhfrZrkHkjrkxeS%AA
14
 

 

Its description we get in the treatise is if the tips of index and middle finger touches the tip of 

thumb it becomes Katakamukha Hasta. But the description we get from performing tradition 

is that when the tips of index and middle finger touches the tip of thumb and rest two fingers 

are stretched upwards is becomes Katakamukha Hasta. One more tradition we get is when the 

little finger is stretched upwards, the ring finger is stretched straigtht in Kapittha hasta it 

becomes Katakamukha Hasta. 

 

13) Soochi Hasta: 

Å/oZizlkfjrk ;= dVdkeq[krtZuhA 

lwphgLr% l foKs;ksHkjrkxedkfonS%AA
15
 

 

According to the description in the treatise when the index finger of Katkamukha Hasta is 

stretched upwards it is called Soochi.  

Again, in performing tradition the description for this hasta is when in Mushti the index 

finger is stretched upwards it becomes Soochi Hasta. 

 

14) Chandrakala Hasta: 
lwP;ke³~xq’Beks{ksrqdj”pUnzdykHkosr~A

16
 

 

When the thumb of Soochi Hasta is released and stretched upwards it becomes 

Chandrakala Hasta.  

 

15) Padmakosha Hasta: 

v³~xqY;ksfojykdqf¥~pr~ dqf¥~prkLryfuEuxk%A 

iùdks”kkfHk/kksgLrLrfé:i.keqP;rsAA
17
 

 

 If all the five fingers are spread and bent from base and their tips are not together it is 

called Padmakosha Hasta. 

 

16) Sarpasheersha Hasta:  

irkdkuferkxzkpsr~ liZ”kh’kZdjksHkosr~AA
18
 

 

The description goes like whe the tips of Pataka Hasta are slightly bent it becomes 

Sarpasheersha Hasta.  

 

 

 
14BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 124, pg. no. 218 
15BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 127, pg. no. 219 
16BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 132, pg. no. 219 
17BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 134, pg. no. 220 
18BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 137, pg. no. 220 
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17) Mrigasheersha Hasta:  

vfLeu~ dfu’Bk³~xq’Bs izl`rsèx”kh’kZd%AA
19
 

 

According to the description if the little finger and thumb are stretched in Sarpasheersha it 

becomes Mrigasheersha Hasta.  

 

According to performing tradition if the index, middle and ring fingers are bent from their 

base and the little finger and thumb are stretched it is called Mrigasheersha Hasta.  

 

18) Simhamukha Hasta:  

e/;ekukfedkxzkH;ke³~xq’Bks fefJrks ;fn A 

“ks’kkSizlkfjrkS ;= l flagkL;djksHkosr~AA
20
 

 

When the tips of middle and ring fingers touch that of thumb and rest two fingers are 

stretched upwards it is called Simhamukha Hasta. 

 

19) Kangula Hasta:  

iùdks”ks·ukfedkpséezk dk³~xqygLrd%AA
21
 

 

In Padmakosha Hasta, if the ring finger is bent inside the palm it becomes Kangula Hasta. 

 

20) Alapadma Hasta: 

dfu’Bk|kofdzrk”pfojyk”pkyiùd%AA
22
 

 

If the fingers are apart and bent from side towards the palm it is called Alapadma Hasta. 

 

21) Chatura Hasta: 

rtZU;k|kLr= f”y’Vk% dfu’Bkizl`rk ;fnA 

v³~xq’Bks·ukfedkewys fr;Zd~ psPprqj% dj%AA
23
 

 

When the first three fingers are bent from their base and the tip of the thumb touches the 

base of the ring finger and the little finger is stretched upwards it is called Chatura Hasta. 

 

22) Bhramara Hasta:  

e/;ek³~xq’Bla;ksxs rtZuhofØrkÑfr%A 

“ks’kk% izlkfjrk”pklkSHkzejkfHk/kgLrd%AA
24
 

 

If the tip of the middle finger touches that of the thumb, the index finger is bent and 

touches the base of the thumb, rest two finger are stretched upwards then it is known as 

Bhramara Hasta. 

 

 

 

 
19BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 139, pg. no. 221 
20BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 142, pg. no. 221 
21BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 144, pg. no. 222 
22BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 146, pg. no. 222 
23BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 149, pg. no. 223 
24BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 152, pg. no. 223 
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23) Hamsasya Hasta:  

e/;ek|kL=;ks·³~xqY;% izl̀rkfojyk ;fnA 

rtZU;³~xq’Bla”ys’kkr~ djksgalkL;dksHkosr~AA
25
 

 

If the tip of the index finger and thumb are together and rest three fingers are stretched 

and apart from each other it becomes Hamsasya Hasta. 

 

24) Hamsapaksha Hasta: 

liZ”kh’kZdjslE;d~ dfU’Bkizl`rk ;fnA 

gali{k% dj% lks·;a rfé:i.keqP;rsAA
26
 

 

Description of this Hasta is that when the little finger in Sarpasheersha is stretched upwards it 

is called Hamsapaksha. But in performing tradition there is a slight difference. According to 

tradition when the three fingers are bent from the base and the little finger is stretched 

upwards and the thumb is resting at the base of the index finger it becomes Hamsapaksha 

Hasta. 

 

25) Samdamsha Hasta:  

Ikqu% iqu% iùdks”k% laf”y’Vksfojyks ;fnA 

lUna”kkfHk/kgLrks·;a dhfrZrksu`R;dksfonS%AA
27
 

 

When the fingers of the Padmakosha Hasta are are joined and separated repeatedly; it 

becomes Samdamsha Hasta. 

 

26) Mukula Hasta: 

v³~xqyhi¥~pdapSoesyf;Rokizn”kZusA 

eqdqykfHk/kgLrks·;adhR;ZrsHkjrkxesAA
28
 

 

If the fingers of Padmakosha Hasta are joined together from the tips, it is known as 

Mukula Hasta. 

 

27) Tamrachuda Hasta: 

eqdqysrkezpwM% L;kÙktZuhofdzrk ;fnAA
29
 

 

According to the description in the treatise; if the index finger is open and slightly bent in 

Mukula Hasta, it is known as Tamrachuda Hasta.  

And according to the tradition when the index finger is open and slightly bent in Mushti 

Hasta it becomes Tamrachuda Hasta. 

 

28) Trishoola Hasta: 

fudq¥~pu;qrk³~xq’Bdfu’BLrq f=”kwyd%AA
30
 

 

 
25BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 154, pg. no. 224 
26BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 157, pg. no. 224 
27BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 159, pg. no. 225 
28BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 161, pg. no. 225 
29BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 163, pg. no. 225 
30BharatiyaNatya Parampara aurAbhinayadarpana, VachaspatiGairola, verse 165, pg. no. 226 
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If the little finger and the thumb are bent and joined, and rest three fingers are open and 

spread it is called Trishoola Hasta. 

 
 

 

(B). In Natyashastra: 
 

1) PatakaHasta : 

izlkfjrk% lek% lokZ ;L;k³~xqY;ks HkofUrfgA 

dqf¥~pr”p rFkk³~xq’B% l irkdbfrLe`r%AA
31
 

 

When the fingers are together and stretched and and the thumb bent at the base of the 

index finger it becomes Pataka Hasta. 

 

2) Tripataka Hasta: 
irkdsrq ;nkoØk·ukfedk Ro³~xqfyHkZosr~A 

f=irkd% l foKs;%deZpkL; fucks/krAA
32
 

 

 
31Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 18, pg. no. 873 
32Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 28, pg. no. 879 
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In Pataka Hasta when the ring finger is bent it becomes Tripatak 

a Hasta. 

 

 

3) Kartarimukha Hasta: 

f=irkds ;nkgLrsHkosr~ i`’BkoyksduhA 

rtZuh e/;ek;k”prnklkSdrZjheq[k%AA
33
 

 

In Tripataka Hasta when the index finger splits and goes back of middle finger, it is 

called as Kartarimukha Hasta. 

 

4) Ardhachandra Hasta: 

;L;k³~xqY;Lrq fourk% lgk³~xq’Bsu pkior~A 

lks·/kZpUnzksfgfoKs;%dj% dekZL; o{;rsAA
34
 

 

If the thumb is open in Pataka Hasta and all the finger along with thumb are slightly 

bent like a bow it is then known as Aradhachandra Hasta. 

 

 

5) Arala Hasta: 

vk|k /kuqyZrkdk;kZdqf¥~prk³~xq’BdLrFkkA 

“ks’kkfHkéks/oZofyrk ájkys·³~xqY;%djsAA
35
 

 

In Pataka Hasta when the index finger is bent and rest three fingers are curved 

backwards it becomes Arala Hasta. 

 

6) Shukatunda Hasta: 

vjkyL; ;nk oØk·ukfedkRo³~xqfyHkZosrA 

“kqdrq.MLrq l dj% deZpkL; fucks/krAA
36
 

When the ring finger in Arala Hasta is bent it becomes Shukatunda Hasta. 

 

7) Mushti Hasta: 

v³~xqY;ks ;L; gLrL; rye/;sxzlafLFkrk%A 

rklkeqifj pk³~xq’B% l eqf’VfjfrlafKr%AA
37
 

 

When all the fingers are bent and their tips are touching the palm and thumb is set on 

them; it is Mushti Hasta. 

 

8) Shikhara Hasta: 
vL;Sorq ;nkeq’Vs:/oksZ·³~xq’B% iz;qT;rsA 

gLr% l f”k[kjks uke rnk Ks;% iz;ksDr`fHk%AA
38
 

 
33Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 39, pg. no. 884 
34Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 43, pg. no. 886 
35Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 46, pg. no. 887 
36Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 53, pg. no. 890 
37Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 55, pg. no. 891 
 
38Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 57, pg. no. 892 
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In Mushti Hasta if the thumb is stretched upwards it becomes Shikhara Hasta. 

 

9) Kapittha Hasta:  
vL;Sof”k[kjk[;L; á³~xq’BdfuihfMrkA 

;nkiznsf”kuhoØk l dfiRFkLrnkLe`r%AA
39
 

 

When the index finger is put on the thumb of Shikar, it is called Kapittha Hasta. 

 

 

 

10) Khatakamukha Hasta:  

mfR{kIroØkrq ;nkukfedklduh;lhA 

vL;SorqdfiRFkL; rnklkS [kVdkeq[k%AA
40
 

 

When the little finger is stretched upwards, the ring finger is stretched straight in 

Kapittha hasta it becomes Khatakamukha Hasta. 

 

11) Soochyasya Hasta: 
[kVdk[;s ;nkgLrsrtZuhlaizlkfjrkA 

gLr% lwpheq[kks uke rnk Ks;% iz;ksDr`fHk%AA
41
 

 

In the above told Khatakamukha Hasta; if the index finger is stretched open then it is 

known as Soochyasya Hasta. 

 

12) Padmakosha Hasta: 

;L;k³~xqY;Lrq fojyk% lgk³~xq’Bsu dqf¥~prk%A 

Å/okZálacrkxzk”p l Hkosr~ iùdks”kd%AA
42
 

 

If all the five fingers are spread and bent from base and their tips are not together it is 

called Padmakosha Hasta. 

 

13) Sarpasheersha Hasta:  

v³~xqY;%lafgrk% lokZ% lgk³~xq’Bsu ;L; pA 

rFkkfuEury”pSo l rqliZf”kjk% dj%AA
43
 

 

In Pataka Hasta when all the fingers are bent together from their base; it becomes 

Sarpasheersha Hasta. 

 

14) Mrigasheersha Hasta:  

v/kkseq[khuka lokZlek³~xqyhuka lekxe%A 

dfu’Bk³~xq’Bdkow/okSZ l Hkosu~ èx”kh’kZd%AA
44
 

 
39Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 59, pg. no. 893 
40Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 61, pg. no. 894 
41Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 65, pg. no. 897 
42Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 80, pg. no. 903 
43Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 84, pg. no. 904 
44Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 86, pg. no. 905 
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In Sarpashira Hasta, if the little finger and thumb are open and stretched it is then 

known as Mrigasheersha Hasta. 

 

15) Kangula Hasta: 

=srkfXulafLFkrk e/;k rtZU;³~xq’Bdk ;nkA 

dk³~xqys·ukfedk oØkrFkk pks/okZduh;lhAA
45
 

 

In Padmakosha Hasta, if the ring finger is bent inside the palm and the little finger is 

stretched open it becomes Kangula Hasta. 

 

16) Alapadma Hasta: 

vkofrZrk% djrys ;L;k³~xqY;ks HkofUrfgA 

ik”okZxrfodh.kkZ”p l HkosnyiYyo%AA
46
 

 

If the fingers are apart and bent from side towards the palm it is called Alapadma 

Hasta. It is also known as Alapallava Hasta. 

 

17) Chatura Hasta:  

frlz% izlkfjrk ;= rFkk pks/okZduh;lhA 

rklka e/;s fLFkrks·³~xq’B% l dj”prqjLer̀%AA
47
 

 

In Sarpasheersha Hasta, if the the thumb rests in the middle of the middle finger and 

the little finger is stretched upwards it is called Chatura Hasta. 

 

18) Bhramara Hasta:  

e/;ek³~xq’BlUna”kks oØkpSoiznsf”kuhA 

Å/oZeU;sxzdh.ksZ p }Ó³~xqY;kS HkzejsdjsAA
48
 

 

The Hasta where the tips of middle finger and the thumb are joined, the index finger 

is bent and rest two fingers are stretched open, it is known as Bhramara Hasta. 

 

19) Hamsasya Hasta: 

rtZuhe/;ek³~xq’BkL=srkfXuLFkkfujUrkjk%A 

Hkos;qgZaloD=L; “ks’ks }s lEizlkfjrsAA
49
 

 

In BhramaraHassta, if the bent index finger is stretched and come in contact with the 

thumb, it becomes Hamsasya Hasta.  

 

20) Hamsapaksha Hasta: 

lek% izlkfjrkfLrlzLrFkk pks/okZduh;lhA 

v³~xq’B% dqf¥~pr”pSogali{k bfrLèr%AA
50
 

 
 
45Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 88, pg. no. 906 
46Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 91, pg. no. 907 
47Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 93, pg. no. 907 
48Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 101, pg. no. 910 
49Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 104, pg. no. 910 
50Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 106, pg. no. 911 
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When the three fingers are bent from the base and the little finger is stretched upwards 

and the thumb rests at the base of the index finger it becomes Hamsapaksha Hasta. 

 

21) Samdamsha Hasta: 

rtZU;³~xq’BlUna”kks ájkyL; ;FkkHkosr~A 

vkHkqXurye/;LFk% l lUna”kbfrLe`r%AA
51
 

 

In Arala Hasta, the index finger is stretched and its tip touches the tip of the thumb 

repeatedly, it is then called Samdamsh Hasta. 

 

 

22) Mukula Hasta: 

Lkekurkxzk% Lkfgrk ;L;k³~xqY;ks HkofUrfgA 

Å/okZgaleq[kL;so l HkosUeqdqy% dj%AA
52
 

 

When the tips of all the fingers and thumb are together and stretched, it becomes 

Mukula Hasta 

 

23) Urnanabha Hasta: 

iùdks”kL; gLrL; v³~xqY;% dqf¥~prk ;nkA 

Å.kZukHk% l foKs;% ds”kpkS;Zxzgkgn’kqAA
53
 

 

If the fingers of Padmakosh Hasta are squeezed it becomes Urnanabha Hasta. 

 

24) Tamrachuda Hasta:  

e/;ek³~xq’BlUna”kks oØkpSoiznsf”kuhA 

“ks’ksryLFksdÙkO;s rkezpwMdjs·³~xqyhAA
54
 

 

In Bhramara Hasta, If the ring finger and the little fingers are bent inside the palm, it becomes 

Tamrachuda Hasta. 

 

 
Pataka Hasta Tripataka Hasta 

 
Kartarimukha 

Hasta  

 
Aradhachandra 

Hasta 

 
Arala Hasta 

 

 
Shukatunda 

Hasta 

 
Mushti Hasta 

 
Shikhara Hasta 

 
Kapittha Hasta 

 
Khatakamukha 

Hasta 

 
Soochyasya 

Hasta 

 
Padmakosha 

Hasta 

 
51Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 110, pg. no. 913 
 
52Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 117, pg. no. 914 
53Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 120, pg. no. 914 
54Natyashastra of Bharatamuni, Madhusudan Shastri, vol.2, chapter 9, verse 122, pg. no. 916 
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Sarpasheersha 

Hasta 

 
Mrigasheersha 

Hasta  

 
Kangula Hasta 

 
Alapadma Hasta  

Chatura Hasta 
 

Bhramara Hasta 

 
Hamsasya Hasta  

 
Hamsapaksha 

Hasta 

 
Samdamsha 

Hasta 

 
Mukula Hasta 

 
Urnanabha Hasta 

 
Tamrachuda 

Hasta 
 

 

Conclusion: 
 

After reading these descriptions of the Asamyuta Hastas of the two treatises we find: 

 

1. In Abhinayadarpana some hand gestures are different in accordance with the 

tradition. This difference in tradition and description might be because of aesthetic 

sense.  

 

2. The tradition of Abhinayadarpana seems similar to the description of some gestures 

in Natyashastra. Likewise,Pataka, Tripataka, Mushti, Shikhar, Kapittha, 

Padmakosha, Mrigasheersha, Alapadma, Hamsapaksha, Mukula. 

 

3. Some hand gestures have same names in both the treatises but their appearance is 

different. Likewise,Ardhachandra, Arala, Shukatunda, Sarpasheersha, Kangula, 

Chatura, Bhramara, Hamsasya, Samdamsh, Tamrachuda are present in both the 

treatise but their appearance is different. 

 

4. According to the tradition of abhinayadarpana we use three KatakamukhaHastas. 

The third one look like the Khatakamukha Hasta of Natyashastra.  

 

5. In Abhinayadarpana, the second Katakamukha according to tradition appears 

similar to that of the description given in the treatise. The first one look like 

Hamsasya Hasta of Natyashastra. 

 

6. The Samdamsha Hasta of Natyashastra looks like Hamsasya Hasta of Abhinaya 

Darpana. 

 

7. Abhinayadarpana doesn’t describe Urnanabh Hasta. 

 

8. Natyashastra doesn’t describe Ardhapataka, Mayura, Chandrakala, Simhamukha, 

Trishoola Hastas. 
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End Notes: 
 

1. Natanbheda or Nartan; a word given by Acharya Sahrangdeva in Sangeet Ratnakar 

for Natya, Nritya, Nritta. (ukV~;a u`R;a rFkk ùÙka =s/kk rfnfr dhfrZre~A) 

2.  Natya; a play. That is the source of different Rasas / Moods, which is the imitation 

of reality, which is dependent on the art of Expressions (the four abhinaya) 

3. Nritya; Dance with mime. Say dancing on some poetry with meaningful words 

4. Nritta; Pure dance. Rhythmical body movements with a slight smile 

5. Abhinayadarpana; Mirror of Gestures; text written by Acharya Nandikeshwara 

around 11th-12th century  

6. Nartannirnaya; text written by Acharya Pandarika Vitthal in the 16th century  

7. Natyashastra; the oldest text on Dramturgy written by Acharya Baharat around 2nd 

century 
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